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Smoothing techniques have been used for stabilizing explicit time integration of parabolic and hyperbolic 

initial-boundary value problems. Similar techniques can be used for the preconditioning of elliptic 

difference equations. Such techniques are analysed in this paper. It is shown that the spectral radius of the 

Jacobian matrix associated with the system of equations can be reduced considerably by this type of 

preconditioners, without much computational effort. Theoretically, this results in a much more rapid conver

gence of function iteration methods like the Jacobi type methods. The use of smoothing techniques is illus

trated for a few one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems, both of linear and nonlinear type. The 

numerical results show that the use of rather simple smoothing matrices reduce the number of iterations by 

at least a factor 10. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a number of papers smoothing techniques have been used for stabilizing explicit integration 

methods in order to solve efficiently parabolic and hyperbolic initial-boundary-value problems 

(cf.[2,3,4,6,8]). In this paper, we shall analyse similar smoothing techniques for accelerating iteration 

methods in order to solve elliptic boundary-value problems. The resulting iteration methods can be 

interpreted as residue smoothing methods, and belong, in this respect, to the same class of methods as 

the well-known multigrid methods and the unigrid method of McCORMICK and RuGE [I]. However, 

unlike these methods, the smoothed iteration methods discussed here are extremely simple to imple

ment on a computer and turn out to be rather effective. 
Our starting point is the system of (nonlinear) equations 

f(u) = 0 (1.1) 

obtained by discretizing the elliptic boundary-value problem. A number of iteration methods for solv

ing (1.1) express the (n + I )st iterate Un+ 1 explicitly in terms of one or more preceding iterates and the 

corresponding residue vectors f(un),. ... For instance, the Jacobi-type iteration methods such as 

(1.2) 

w being a relaxation parameter, and many "time-stepping" methods are of such a form (cf. [5,p.221] 

for other types of Jacobi methods). The convergence of these explicit iteration methods may be rather 

slow if the condition number of the Jacobian matrix of/ou is large, i.e. the value of p/8, p and 8 

denoting the magnitude of the largest and smallest eigenvalue of of/ou, is much bigger than 1. It is 

the purpose of this paper to analyse smoothing techniques for "preconditioning" the system (I.I) such 

that the condition number associated with the preconditioned system is much smaller than that of the 

original system. The smoothing operators analysed here are of the form 
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(1.3) 

where Pk is a polynomial of degree k satisfying Pk(O) = 1 and D is a difference matrix with eigen

values on the unit disk. 
Thus, instead of (1.1) we shall solve the preconditioned equation 

f(u) := Sf(u) = 0. (1.4) 

The difference operator D should be such that for any test vector v = (vj) := (w(xj)), w(x) being a 

sufficiently smooth function of x, we have Dv~o as the grid is refined. Then the smoothing matrix S 

will converge to the identity matrix I by virtue of our condition Pk(O) = 1. 

ExAMPLE I.I. Consider a one-dimensional problem (two-point boundary-value problem) 

(e")xx+g(u) = 0, O~x~l 

u(O) = 0, u(l) = 1. 

Standard symmetric discretization yields the system 

/o(u) := uo = 0, 

fj(u): = ;
2 

(e";-• -2e"; +e";+•)+g(uj) = 0, j = I, ... ,M, 

/M+t(U) := UM+l -1 = 0, 

(1.1') 

where d: = l/(M + 1). As we shall show in Section 3 (cf. Table 3.4) the Jacobi process (1.2) converges 

extremely slow for this problem. Acceleration of convergence can be obtained by solving (l.4) with 

0 0 

1 -2 1 
I 

D := 4 ,Pk(z) := l+z. (1.5) 

1-2 1 
0 O (M +2)X(M +2) 

With this choice the "preconditioning" matrix S : = Pk(D) = I+ D assumes the form of an "averag

ing" matrix: 

4 0 0 
1 2 1 

1 2 1 
0 0 4 

.D 

(M +2)X(M +2) 

In Section 2 we derive optimal polynomials Pk(z) for the model situation: 

1 ar ar 
D:=--a ,p:=p(-a) 

p u u 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

where af/au has its eigenvalues in the negative interval [-p,O). We emphasize, however, that in actual 

application we shall not use the difference matrix D defined by (1.7), because it is much too expensive 

in a general nonlinear case. Instead, we shall employ the "optimal" polynomials Pk(z) together with a 

"cheap" matrix D possessing the same type of spectrum as paf/au. In fact, we want to use matrices D 

that are to a large extent independent of the problem to be solved For instance, in all one-dimensional 

problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions, we employ the matrix (1.5),.and in all two-dimensional 

elliptic problems with Dirichlet conditions we employ the t\yo-dimensional analogue of (1.5), i.e. a 



matrix with zero rows if the row correspond to boundary points and with rows of the form 

1 
8 (0, ... ,0, l,o, ... ,o, 1, -4, 1,0, ... ,0, 1,0, ... ,0) 
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(1.8) 

in nonboundary points. Smoothing matrices S = Pk(D) using matrices D of this form leave all com
ponents of the residue vector f(u,,) corresponding to boundary points unchanged. Hence, the "boun
dary" components off (un) are fixed during the smoothing process. This approach is satisfactory in 
the case of Dirichlet conditions (cf. Section 3; we observe that in this case f has zero-boundary com
ponents, hence the diagonal elements of the corresponding rows in D can be replaced by nonzero 
values so that it becomes a nonsingular matrix). 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF SMOOTHING MATRICES 

2.1. The model situation 
We start with the analysis of smoothing matrices of the form S = Pk(D) where Dis defined by (1.7). 
From now on we will assume that of/ou has negative eigenvalues. We want a polynomial Pk(z) such 
that Pk(D)of/ou has also negative eigenvalues and the smallest possible condition number. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let of/ou have its eigenvalues in the negative interval [-p, -8] and let D be defined by 
(1.7). Then, of all polynomials Pk(z) with Pk(O) = 1 and Pk(z);;;;;:, 0 on [-1,01 the polynomial 

Tk+ 1(wo+w1z)-TH1(wo) £.±! (
2

.
2

) 
Pk(z)= , 'w0 := •w1 =w0 +1 

W1 T k+1(wo)z p-8 

generates a smoothing matrix such that the condition number of Sof/ou is minimal. This condition 
number is given by p* 18*, where 

p* = (p-8) I+Tk+1(wo), 8• = (p- 8) -l+Tk+1(wo). 0 (2.3) 
2T'k+1(wo) 2T'k+1(wo) 

The proof of this theorem can straightforwardly be given by using well-known properties of the 
Chebyshev polynomial Tk + 1 (x ). In fact, the polynomial (2.2) resembles the polynomials employed in 
Chebyshev iteration ( cf. [7]). 

For elliptic problems the condition number p/8 of of/ou is usually very large. In such cases, the 
smoothing matrix defined by (2.1) and (2.2) is rather effective, because the condition number of 
Sof/ou can be made as small as we want by increasing k: 

2+2..!T'k+10) 
i:::::: __ ,__ ___ ~ 1 .£.... 

8 (k+I)2 8 
2-T'k+10) 

p 

{2.4) 

2.2. The nonmodel situation 
As we already remarked in the Introduction we do not want to define D by (1.7). In this section, we 
assume that Dis a matrix with negative eigenvalues in the interval [-1,0]. Let these eigenvalues be 
denoted byµ. and suppose that the residue vector f(un) is expanded in the eigenvectors of D. Then, by 
applying the smoothing matrix S = Pk(D) to f, these eigenvectors are multiplied by 

Tk+1(wo +w1µ.)-Tk+1(wo) 
Pk(µ) = --------

w1 T'k+1(wo)P. 
(2.5) 
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In Figure 2.1 the polynomial Pk(JL) is plotted for k = 5 and 8/ p<< I. From this picture we see that 
the smoothing matrix has a strong damping effect on all eigenvector components of f(un) with eigen
values close to -1. Since, usually, these eigenvector components represent the high frequencies of f(un) 
we conclude that S reduces the high frequencies of the residue vector. 

__ I_ .// 
(k+lfµ ... / P,(f.') 

_ w0 -l 

2µ 

FIGURE 2.1. Behaviour of Pk(JL) for 81 p< <I. 

2.3. Generation of smoothed residues by recursion 
In order to generate the smoothed residue r = Pk(D)f we may employ the following recursion: 

{

fo = f, f1 = 2(2wo+w1D)f, 

tj+1 = 2(wo+w1D)tj-tj-1 +21j+1(wo)f,j = 1, ... ,k-1, 

r = fk!T'k+1(wo). 

(2.6) 

This recursion is easily derived from the three-terms Chebyshev recursion. It is numerically stable if D 
has its eigenvalues in the interval [- l,{w0 - l)/(w0 + l)]. 

In our experiments we have always set w0 = 1 and w 1 = 2. The matrix D defined by (1.5) (or its 
two-dimensional analogue) can then be used without danger of instability. However, a consequence of 
this choice is that Pk(D) may have zero-eigenvalues (see Figure 2.1). This may give problems in the 
convergence when using an iteration method on r (u) = 0. In Section 3 we will discuss this aspect for 
the Jacobi method. 

The recursion (2.6) requires k matrix-vector multiplications and is extremely simple to implement 
for proble01s in one or more dimensions with irregular boundaries. Moreover, the storage require
ments are rather modest. 

2.4. Generation of smoothed residues by factorization 
The smoothed residue r can be obtained by far less than k matrix-vector multiplications if 
k = 2q-1 for some positive integer q and if w 0 = w1 -1 1. Let the matrices Fj be defined by 

F 1 = I+D, Fj+ 1 = (l-2Fj)2,f~O. (2.7a) 

Then for all matrices D the smoothing matrix S = Pk(D) can be factorized according to 

S = Fq·Fq-1· ... ·F1. (2.7b) 

Thus, only q ~2log(k + 1) matrix-vector multiplications are required to generate r = Sf. The proof 
of this factorization property follows from a similar property of Chebyshev polynomials ( cf. [2, 
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Lemma 3.2]). 

2.4.1. One-dimensional problems 
The factorization (2.7) requires the precomputation of the factor matrices Pj. In one-dimensional 
problems, this offers no difficulties. We easily find in the case (1.7): 

4 0 0 
4 0 0 2 1 0 1 
1 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 

F1 
1 

'F2 
1 

4 4 
1 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 

0 0 4 1 0 1 2 
0 0 4 

4 
2 2 -1 0 I 

2 2 -1 1 
2 1 1 

I 2 -1 2 1 
F--j- 4 

2-1 2 1 
1 2 1 

1 2 1 

where j;;;;;. 3 and where the position of the element -1 in the second row is at the v- 1-th column. 
Notice that only a few nonzero elements occur on each row. 

2.4.2. Two-dimensional problems 
In two or more dimensions the derivation of the matrices Fj defined by (2.7a) is not attractive. There
fore, we consider an alternative which only uses one-dimensional smoothing matrices. 

We confine ourselves to two-dimensional problems. Let the residue vector f be arranged in a two
dimensional array in the natural way. First we compute an intermediate array r by applying to all 
rows off the one-dimensional smoothing matrix S discussed in the preceding subsection. Next, we do 
the same with all columns of r to obtain the array r·. The preconditioned system of equations is 
then given by 

r• (u) : = Sf(u) = 0. (2.8) 

Of course, the corresponding_ smoothing matrix S is essentially different from S and it is of interest to 
know the damping effect of S on high frequencies in !· 

In order to get some insight into the properties of S we expand fin a discrete Fourier series: 

f = ~c(w)e(w), e(w) : = (exp(iwxj)) (2.9) 
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where w represents the frequency vector and xj runs through the grid points on which f !_s defined. Let 
{xj} be a uniform grid LJ!i.,l!i.} with square meshes. Applying the smoothing matrix S to f has the 
effect that the components c(w)e(w) off are essentially multiplied by the factor Pk(µx)Pk()Jy), where P.x 
and /Ly are the eigenvalues of the difference matrices Dx and Dy, respectively used in the row
smoothing off and the column-smoothing off". For (µx,fLy) away from the origin the estimate 

Pk(µx)Pk(/Ly)~ (k + 1~4/l-x/Ly ' - l~µx,fLy<O {2.10) 

gives an indication of the increased damping power of the smoothing matrix S (cf. Figure 2.2). It 
should be remarked,_ however, that this does not automatically imply an increased damping of the 
iteration error when Sis combined with, e.g., Jacobi iteration (cf. Section 3). 

We conclude our discussion of the matrix S by deriving an estimate for the spectral radius p** of 
ar· 1au in the model situation where 

1 1 ar ar 
2(Dx+Dy) = p au' p := p(au). (2.11) 

Let Wo = W1 -1 = 1 in (2.2), then the eigenvalues of saf/au are given by 

A.**·= p {,. )P fu)µx+/Ly = Tk+1(1+2µx)-l Tk+1(1+2fLy)-l P.x+/Ly 
· · k\J"x kV"')' 2 p 2(k+l)2µx 2(k+l)2/Ly 2 p, 

(2.12) 

where -I,,;;;;µx,fLy~O andµx+/Ly~-Wlp. 
For small values of k the value of p** : = max I A.** I can straightforwardly be determined. For 

instance, 

k= 1: p** = *assumed at P.x = /Ly = 

k =2: p** = 192P assumed atµ = 1L. = 3125 X ry 

1 
3 

For larger values of k we investigated A.** numerically: we found 

k';i!:-3; p** ~.55 P 
2 

assumed at P.x = /Ly ~ - t.35 
2 (k+l) (k+l) 

The behaviour of A.** (µx,fLy) with P.x = /Ly is plotted in Figure 2.2. 

8 

" 

FIGURE 2.2. Eigenvalues A.** along P.x = /Ly for k = 3 

and p = (k + 1)2 / .55 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 
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3. SMOOTHED JACOBI ITERATION 

We shall discuss the application of the Jacobi-type iteration method (1.2) to the systems (1.4) and 
(2.8) in the following two subsections. 

3.1. The case ((u)=O 
In first approximation, the error equation associated with the iteration process 

U,,+1 = un+wSf(u), S = Pk(D), n;;;a.O (3.1) 

reads 

(3.2) 

where u denotes the exact solution of (1.1). 
In order to get an indication how the relaxation parameters w should be chosen, we consider the 

model situation (1.7). Setting w0 = w1 -1 = 1 in the expression (2.2) for Pk(z), we find that the 
eigenvalues an(Jt) of An are given by 

Tk+10 +2µ)-1 8 
an(Jt) = I+wp 2 

,-I.;;;;µ,;;;;--, (3.3) 
2(k+l) p 

where µ denotes the eigenvalues of of/ pou. From this expression it follows that an(Jt) equals 1 in all 
points µE[-1,-8/p] where Tk+ 1(1+2µ) equals 1 irrespective of the value of w. This implies that we 
should not iterate with a fixed value of k. Therefore, we consider cyclic methods where w = w(n) and 
k = k(n), w(n) and k(n) being periodic functions of n: w(n) = w(N +n), k(n) = k(N +n) with N 

fixed. Instead of an we consider the "average" amplification factor 
N-1 

a(Jt) = I IT an{µ)jl/N. 
n=O 

During a cycle of N iterations we shall impose the condition 

w = 2C(k +1)
2 

p 

where C is a constant. Furthermore, we shall require that I an(Jt) I 
reqllire O<C:s;;;; 1. Thus, the iteration process assumes the form 

Un+I = Un +.f'..D- 1[Tk+1(l +2D)-J]f(un). 
p 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

is bounded by 1 for all n, i.e. we 

(3.1 ') 

It is easily verified that a'(O) is maximized for C = 1. Hence, for C = 1 we have a maximal 
damping in the neighbourhood ofµ = 0, however, at the same time, we have a(-1) = 1. Further

more, we found numerically that C = ; yields a maximal "overall" damping. In Figure 3.1 we have 

plotted these two extreme cases for k(n) = 2n -1, n = 0, ... ,4 (notice that C = 1 yields an a(Jt) func

tion which is symmetric w.r.t. µ = - ; . Part a of this figure clearly indicates that, except for a small 

region near µ = 0, C = ; indeed leads to a substantially stronger damping than the C = 1 value. 

Part b of Figure 3.1 shows that only eigenvector components of the iteration error which correspond 
to eigenvalues>.. of ()f/ou lying in the interval ~[-·004p,O) are stronger damped by choosing C = 1. 

Next, we consider the average damping factor a(Jt) in the case where k(n) = n, n = 0, 1, ... , 15. Fig
ure 3.2 presents the analogue of Figure 3.1 and shows roughly the same picture. 
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-0.S -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.f -0.3 -0.2 

FIGURE 3.la. Behaviour of a:(p.) on the interval -lo;;;;;µos;;;O in the case k(n) = 2n-1,n = 0, ... ,4 

FIGURE 3.lb. Behaviour of a:(p.) on the interval -·Ios;;;µos;;;O in the case k(n) = 2n -1,n = 0, ... ,4 

FIGURE 3.2a. Behaviour of a:(p.) on the interval -1.;;;;µo;;;;;O in the case k(n) = n, n = 0, 1, ... , 15 
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FIGURE 3.2b. Behaviour of a(p.) on the interval -·l:s;;;µ:s;;;O in the case k(n) = n, n = 0, ... ,15 

We illustrate the smoothed Jacobi method (3.1') by two examples: a model problem and a nonmo
del problem. We applied both the recursive smoothing process (2.6) with k(n) = n, n = O, ... ,N -1, 
and the factorized smoothing process (2.7) with k(n) = 2n -1, n = O, ... ,N -1. The resulting 
methods are denoted by RSJ(N,C) and FSJ(N,C), respectively (notice that RSJ(l,C) and FSJ(l,C) 
both represent the conventional Jacobi method). All methods started with the initial approximation 
( cf. Example l.l) 

Uo = ((M + 1-j)A·uo + jA·uM+1>f=t1' 

and stopped when the scaled residue 

, llf(u,,)lloo 
r(n) : = llf(Uo)lloo 

dropped below a value specified in the tables of results. 

TABLE 3.1. nl(r(n))11n - values for the problem 

Uxx-20x 3 = 0, O:s;;;x:s;;;l 

u(O) = 0, u(l) = 1 

p = 4/(Ax)2, r(n):s;;;I0- 4 

Method Ax= l/20 
RSJ(l,.95) 678/.986 

RSJ(l6,.95) 14/.50 
FSJ(5,.95) 25/.68 

RSJ(l,.5) 1290/.992 
RSJ(l6,.5) 15/.50 

FSJ(5,.5) 15/.52 

Ax =l/40 
n>2000 

29/.72 
30/.73 

n>5000 
59/.85 
74/.88 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Ax =l/80 

112/.92 
150/.94 

221/.96 
295/.97 
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TABLE 3.2. nl(r(n))11n values for the problem 

(e")xx-5x 3e"(4+5u) = 0, O..;;x..;;l 

u(O) = 0, u(l) = 1 

p = 4e/(tu)2, r(n)..;;10- 4 

Method tu =1/20 
RSJ(l,.95) 865/.989 

RSJ(l6,.95) 19/.61 
FSJ(5,.95) 24/.67 

RSJ(l,.5) 1645/.994 
RSJ(16,.5) 36/.77 

FSJ(5,.5) 44/.81 

3.2. The case f"*(u)=O 
The error equation for the iteration process 

-
Un+! = Un+wSf(u) 

tu=l/40 
n>3000 

41/.80 
49/.83 

n>6000 
77/.89 

100/.91 

tu =1/80 

147/.94 
195/.95 

283/.97 
380/.98 

(3.8) 

(cf.(3.1)) is of the form (3.2) with An := I +wsar1au(un). Again considering the model situation, we 
find that the eigenvalues an(p.x,µ,,) of An are given by 

Oln(p.x,/ly) = 1 +w;\**(p.x,µ,,), (3.9) 

where ;\ ** is defined by (2.12). As in the preceding subsection we shall require that I an I .;;;;; I for all n. 
This leads us to the condition w..;;2/p**. From (2.13) it follows that p** = c(k)pl(k+l)2, hence 
w..;;2(k + 1)2 /c(k)p; here, c(k) assumes the values 

c(O) = 1, c(l) = 16127, c(2) = 1728/3125, c(k)~.55 for k >2. 

In analogy with (3.5) we shall impose the condition 

_ 2C(k + 1)2 
w- ' c(k)p 

where k = k(n) is a periodic function of n and C is a constant in the interval (0, 1]. 
Let us define the average damping factor (cf. (3.4)) 

N-1 

(3.10) 

a(p.) = (_Max II lan(p.x,2µ-µx)i) 11N, -1..;;µ..;;0, (3.11) 
2/l{p.)<,/J, .;;;,/J n =O 

h - if l d- 1 if 1 Thif ... ed "all" h w ere µ = µ µ;a. - 2 an µ = - 2 µ.;;;;; - 2. s unction was mvestigat numenc y m t e 
case where k(n) = 2n -1, n = 0, ... ,4. We found the best "overall" damping for values of C in the 
neighbourhood of .6. In Figure 3.3 the function a(p.) is plotted for C = 1 and C = .6. 
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C=I 

C=0.6 

-0,9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.S -0.S -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 

FIGURE 3.3a. Behaviour of a(µ.) on the interval - I.s;;;µ:s;;;O in the case k(n) = 2n - l,n = 0, ... ,4 

-0.00 -0.08 -0.07 -0,06 -0.05 -0.0f -0.ID -0.112 0.01 0.00 

FIGURE 3.3b. Behaviour of a(µ.) on the interval -·I.s;;;µ:s;;;O in the case k(n) = 2n-1,n = 0, ... ,4 
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The performance of the smoothed Jacobi process ((3.8), (3.10)) is illustrated by a model and a non
model problem. As before, this method is denoted by FSJ(N,C). In addition, we applied the RSJ 
method employing the tw~dimensional version of the matrix D defined in (1.5). The initial approxi
mation Uo is defined by forming linear interpolations of the boundary values on x = 0, x = I and 
y =O, y =I, respectively, and by taking the average value of these functions; the iteration process was 
stopped if the value of r(n) becomes less than a prescribed value which is specified in the tables of 
results. 
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TABLE 3.3. n/(r(n))11n-values for the problem 

du-6.xy(x2 +y2) = 0, Oo;;;;;x,yo;;;;;l 

u = x 3y 3 along the boundary 

p = 8/(dx)2, dx = ay, r(n).;;;;;10-4• 

method dx =1120 
RSJ(l,.95) 468/.98 

RSJ(l6,.95) 15/.54 
FSJ(5,.95) 311.74 

RSJ(l,.5) 8911.99 
RSJ(16,.5) 13/.48 

FSJ(5,.6) 16/.54 

TABLE 3.4. n/(r(n))11n-values for the problem 

e"du -u 3 = 0, Oo;;;;;x,yo;;;;;l 

u = x 3y 2 along the boundary 

p = 8e/(dx)2, dx = dy,r(n).;;;;;10- 3• 

method dx =1120 
RSJ(l,.95) 252/.97 

RSJ(l6,.95) 11/.52 
FSJ(5,.95) 18/.68 

RSJ(l,.5) 4811.986 
RSJ(l6,.5) 26/.76 

FSJ(5,.6) 36/.82 
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